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Introduction

1.1 Glacial Isostatic Adjustment

In the presented thesis we treat a subject of the global response of the Earth to surface loading. The
global response is characterized in accordance with observations by fast perturbations of an initial
state during progressive changes of a surface load, followed by a slower relaxation towards a new
state of isostatic equilibrium after stabilization of the load. This behaviour can be well described
by viscoelastic rheologies with the preference given to that of the Maxwell solid. By the term
the Earth we mean a model of the Earth, specifically the particular case of a non-rotating, self-
gravitating, spherically or axially symmetric sphere, responding in time as an elastic, viscoelastic
or viscous body, or a combination of these. Surface loading, large enough and not too distant in
the past to initiate the global response observable at present of the body of the Earth, has been
achieved by glaciers during the late Pleistocene epoch and, hence, it is customary to refer to the
whole process as the glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA). From the physical point of view, modelling
of GIA consists of two complementary problems:

the forward problem: from prescribed parameters of the Earth (e.g., density, elastic parameters
and viscosity) and from a prescribed model of a surface load, observable response functions
(e.g., amplitudes and rates of surface vertical and horizontal deformations and of gravitational
anomalies) are evaluated;

the inverse problem: from observed data (e.g., recent long-term surface movements monitored
by geodetic techniques, secular changes of parameters of rotational dynamics, gravitational
anomalies in both deglaciated areas and surrounding regions and past sea-level changes pro-
jected into coral lines) and from a priori information (e.g., seismological models of density and
elastic parameters and evidences of spatial distribution of past glaciers), depth distribution
of viscosity and a refined load history are inferred.

As far as the modelling of the viscoelastic Earth is concerned, the field is dominated by the
normal-mode (NM) approach developed by Prof. W.R. Peltier and his colleagues (Peltier 1974, 1976;
Peltier & Andrews 1976; Wu & Peltier 1982; Yuen & Peltier 1982; Peltier 1982, 1985; Mitrovica
& Peltier 1989, 1991) and further elaborated and extended also by other teams (Sabadini et al.
1982; Yuen et al. 1982, 1986; Wolf 1984; Nakada & Lambeck 1987; Wolf 1991, 1994; Han &
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Wahr 1995; Fang & Hager 1995; Johnston et al. 1997; Tromp & Mitrovica 1999a, 1999b). The
basic idea is the decomposition of the response into a set of normal modes. Field partial differential
equations (PDEs) governing the viscoelastic response of the Earth are transformed into the Laplace
domain and are subjected to spherical harmonic decomposition what leads to a system of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) with respect to the radius, similar to those known from the theory
of free oscillations (e.g., Pekeris & Jarosch 1958) and the theory of Earth tides (e.g., Melchior
1978). Time dependence of the PDEs in the case of viscoelasticity results in that that the ODEs
are parametrized by the Laplace variable s.

The ability to solve the forward problem with the maximal efficiency appears to be the primary
requisite for the valuable treatment of the inverse problem. Although the theory of the forward
problem has been available for more than 25 years and a lot was done in the inverse modelling and
data interpretation, an effort pointing to the forward-problem fundamentals has been continuing
with permanent intensity. Let us mention publications on analytical solutions to relaxation of
simplified Earth models (Wolf 1985a, 1985b; Wu & Ni 1996; Vermeersen et al. 1996b; Martinec &
Wolf 1999), designing matrix-propagator methods as the alternative to numerical integrators of the
ODEs (Sabadini et al. 1982; Spada et al. 1990), improvement of numerical techniques of the inverse
transformation back from the Laplace domain (Mitrovica & Peltier 1992; Han & Wahr 1995; Fang
& Hager 1994, 1995, 1996; Boschi et al. 1999) and applicability of simplified incompressible models
to modelling of the realistic Earth response (Vermeersen et al. 1996a; Vermeersen & Sabadini 1997).

In recent years an increasing effort has been devoted to generalization of the forward-problem
formulation to an axially symmetric (2-D) and a general (3-D) Earth, at least in terms of viscosity
distribution. Besides iterative methods applicable to small perturbations of the radial viscosity
(Sabadini et al. 1986; Gasperini & Sabadini 1989, 1990; D’Agostino et al. 1997), a branch built on
the application of the finite-element software has been emerging with the noticeable vitality (Wu
& Johnston 1998; Wu et al. 1998; Kaufmann & Wu 1998; Ni & Wu 1998); although presently being
applied within the planar geometry, it allows for both large contrasts of the mantle viscosity and
variations of density and elastic parameters. Eventually, a theory of the viscoelastic relaxation of
the spherical Earth with the 3-D viscosity in terms of scalar, vector and tensor spherical harmonics
has been developed (Martinec 1999), and the analytically solved case of eccentrically nested spheres
(Martinec & Wolf 1999) provides the prerequisite for testing the 2-D and 3-D numerical codes.

1.2 History of the Initial-Value Approach

Although the forward problem of the glacial isostatic adjustment had already been attacked by
initial-value (IV) techniques (Cathles 1971, 1975; Ivins et al. 1993), the first attempt to formulate
the forward problem as the IV problem on the basis consistent with Peltier (1974) and completely
in the time domain appeared no earlier than around 1993. At that time an extensive discussion
of positive and negative features of the NM approach was in progress (Han & Wahr 1995; Fang
& Hager 1994, 1995). A frequent question was how to accurately invert the complex, apparently
continuous, Laplace spectra of compressible realistic Earth models back into the time domain. In
the framework of the NM approach, no obvious possibility, e.g., employing few-layered models,
crude numerical treatment of the Laplace spectra or spending too much resources in the process of
inversion, ensured a sufficient satisfaction.
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With these difficulties, the idea of numerical solution to the forward problem entirely in the
time domain appeared quite naturally. As the obvious elaboration of this idea, time derivatives
in the constitutive relation of Maxwell viscoelasticity had been replaced by finite-difference (FD)
formulas. With the effort to preserve as much of the traditional technique as possible, most other
features had been kept, especially that the problem takes the form of a series of boundary-value
(BV) problems with respect to the radius. Specifically, the system of ODEs to be solved in the
NM approach forms the BV problem parametrized by the Laplace variable. The task is to scan
the parameter space to find certain values of the parameter that are subsequently associated with
the modal relaxation times. While obtaining solutions to the individual BV problems is a tractable
procedure, the scanning of the parameter space—in principle, a root-finding problem—can become
very intricate due to a high density of clustering of roots. A problem is to catch as much modes as
possible, and more importantly, to locate accurately the strong modes among all the weak modes. It
is rather difficult within the NM approach to estimate the number of the BV problems to be solved
in advance. In our original formulation of the IV approach replacement of time derivatives by the
FD formulas leads to a system of linear non-homogeneous ODEs. A vector on the right-hand side
(r.h.s.) of the ODEs is time-dependent and can be computed at each time level from the previous
values of the solution. Physically, the r.h.s. vector expresses the memory of the viscoelastic model.
The IV problem is again decomposed into a series of BV problems, now of a limited number which
can be assessed a priori.

The ODEs of the both approaches can be formally described as follows, cf. Peltier (1974) and
(7.17) & (7.35), respectively,

NM Approach:
d

dr
y(s, r) = A(s, r) y(s, r) , (1.1)

IV Approach:
d

dr
y(t, r) = A(r) y(t, r) + q(t, r) , (1.2)

d

dt
q(t, r) =

µ(r)
η(r)

[
Q̃(r) y(t, r) + ˜̃Q(r) q(t, r)

]
, (1.3)

with r denoting the radius, s the Laplace variable, t time, µ the shear modulus and η the vis-
cosity. The solution vector y incorporates coefficients of scalar representations of the unknown
physical quantities, i.e., the displacement vector, the incremental stress tensor and the incremental
gravitational potential. Matrix A, cf. (2.50), (6.38) or (7.14), is formally identical in the both
approaches, although, in the NM approach, it is implicitly parametrized by the s-dependence of
the shear modulus µ(r, s); matrices Q̃ and ˜̃Q are given by (7.36) and eq. (1.3) is actually (6.39).

In the first numerical tests, we reached a perfect coincidence of the response curves found by
the IV approach with responses obtained by the NM approach for simple incompressible models,
both analytically (for the homogeneous sphere) and numerically (for stratified models). Serious
discrepancies emerged in the relaxation curves of realistic compressible models, but these could
be attributed to the incompleteness of the numerical inversion of the overfull spectra of the re-
alistic models. However, a rapidly emerging secular instability appeared in the response of the
homogeneous compressible model, and the tantalizing question about the origin of this instability
remained unexplained. The original formulation of the IV approach and the just described results
were first presented by the Czech-American team, members of which were Prof. D.A. Yuen, Dr.
C. Matyska and my classmate J. Moser, on the memorable Workshop on Global Geodynamics, held
in the Ṕıstina village in southern Bohemia in 1993. It was Prof. W.R. Peltier who had been kept
at the authors’ poster and forced to listen to the tales on all the unsuccessful numerical attempts
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which should have eliminated the instability of the response of simple compressible models.

The first paper on our formulation of the IV approach1 was a letter by Hanyk et al. (1995),
internally referred to as The Paratrooper (invented by the coauthor, Prof. D.A. Yuen). A primary
mission of The Paratrooper was to prepare a battlefield for the companion paper, Hanyk et al.
(1996), with the code-name The Tank. While the former briefly introduced the IV approach and
showed for a realistic compressible model differences in relaxation obtained by the both approaches,
the latter provided equations (1.2)–(1.3) explicitly and demonstrated on a set of 144 panels both the
complexity of the Laplace spectra and temporal responses of a large family of realistic compressible
Earth models with complex viscosity profiles. (For that number of presented window-like panels,
the paper received another nickname, The Apartment Building.) Meanwhile, a new acronym for
the IV approach emerged, FLT, with the meaning of Forget the Laplace Transform. Perhaps, these
three letters well express the atmosphere, developed by the two papers on the IV approach, impaired
by a concept of the non-modal contribution employed by The Paratrooper in the explanation of
the differences in the responses obtained by the both approaches, and also intesified by reactions
of others to this concept. Here we mention papers announcing derivation of analytical solutions
to the response of the compressible models (Vermeersen et al. 1996a, 1996b) or exposing some
examples on reliability of the description of the Earth response by simple incompressible models
(Vermeersen & Sabadini 1997; 143 panels were laboured in this paper). The present state is not—
we believe—a state of war; perhaps, it has also been documented in the prominent milestone among
publications on the topic of GIA, the book Dynamics of the Ice Age Earth: A Modern Perspective,
where Vermeersen & Sabadini (1998) and Hanyk et al. (1998) lie alongside without noticeable shots
over the borderline.

New advances appeared in the theory and the numerical practice of the NM approach applied
to incompressible models, however, opening up the topic of the response of simple compressible
models brought back the old doubts. At least the concept of the homogeneous compressible model,
being both the initial state and the final isostatic state, must have been the object of a suspicion as
actually follows from the vast discussion on the stability of the liquid core (e.g., Longman 1963, 1975;
Fang 1998). Indeed, Plag & Jüttner (1995) found and discussed the unstable response of realistic
compressible models and attributed it to the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities implied by unstable
density distribution of the model they considered (PREM by Dziewonski & Anderson 1981). Wolf
& Kaufmann (1999) explicitly discriminate between the compressional and compositional density
stratification of compressible initial models. Effects of a non-adiabatic density gradient on the
stability of the viscoelastic response are also studied by Nakada (1999). The topic of the viscoelastic
response of the homogeneous compressible sphere is addressed by Hanyk et al. (1999). In this
paper, the NM approach has been applied to prove analytically the existence of growing modes in
the response of the homogeneous model, and the fact that compressible models which consist of
few homogeneous layers exhibit the fast gravitational collapse has been demonstrated.

Meanwhile, an effort to improve our numerical implementation of the IV formulation has been
under way. There was the only but the essential reason for this endeavour: to overcome the limit
imposed on the maximal stepsize in time to keep the integration numerically stable. Here, the
numerical stability of the relaxation is concerned, not the physical stability of the initial models.
This limit on the stepsize corresponds to a minimal Maxwell time (the ratio of viscosity and the
shear modulus) of any solid layer of the initial model, and is particularly painful when models

1A reader not interested in the military aspects of the IV approach should skip this paragraph.
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with low-viscosity zones are taken into account. Actually, this is the expectable behaviour of ODE
solvers built on explicit integration schemes when applied to stiff sets of ODEs (e.g., Ascher &
Petzold 1998), and the ODEs resulting from the application of the IV approach to models with
physical parameters spanning over a broad range are the stiff systems. A cure is simple, at least
virtually: one should use the integrators designed for the stiff ODEs. However, this poses a problem
in the original IV formulation. Utilization of stiff integrators requires a knowledge of the Jacobian
matrix of the system which can not be expressed from (1.3) explicitly. The new formulation of
the IV approach presented in Chapters 3 and 4 overcomes this difficulty. The system (1.2)–(1.3) is
replaced by the differential system with respect to both time and the radius which allows to make
use of the method of lines (MOL) (e.g., Schiesser 1991), cf. (3.23),

IV/MOL Approach:
d

dt

[
d

dr
y(t, r)−A(r) y(t, r)

]
=

µ(r)
η(r)

[
D(r)

d

dr
y(t, r) +E(r) y(t, r)

]
. (1.4)

In accord with the idea of MOL, we only apply FD formulas to the derivatives with respect to r.
The number of obtained ODEs is proportional to the density of spatial discretization, and therefore
might be very large, but the matrix of the system is both band-diagonal and prepared for the
immediate application of stiff integrators. These features are the two prerequisities for the numerical
efficiency of the new formulation.

1.3 Overview of the Thesis

In the presented thesis we provide a review of our formulations of the IV approach to the modelling
of viscoelastic responses of the Earth, from the original version by Hanyk et al. (1995, 1996)
through the integro-differential formulation by Hanyk et al. (1998) up to recently discovered and
here first published formulation based on the method of lines. However, the thesis is arranged in
the reverse order: the new material is supplied in Part I to allow the detailed understanding of the
IV machinery, and the publications presenting the physical results obtained by the IV approach
are placed in Part II.

Part I contains a complete derivation of the new formulation of the IV/MOL approach. In
Chapter 2 we collect a system of field PDEs governing the global response of a spherically symmetric,
gravitating, compressible Earth model to surface loading. With the elastic constitutive relation
considered first, the field PDEs are converted into a system of ODEs with respect to the radius by
means of the spherical harmonic analysis and the technique of scalar representation of both vectors
and second-order tensors. In Chapter 3 we switch to the constitutive relation of the Maxwell
viscoelasticity which introduces the time evolution into the system. To convert the field PDEs into
the PDEs (1.4), we carefully reproduce the procedure given for the case of the elastic rheology. We
derive related PDEs for the standard linear solid and for the axisymmetric viscosity distribution,
too. In Chapter 4 we discretize the PDEs (1.4) in the spatial dimension and obtain a system of
ODEs with respect to time, suitable for efficient numerical implementation of stiff integrators. The
Rosenbrock and the semi-implicit extrapolating stiff integrators are discussed and adapted for the
band-diagonal structure of the matrix of the system. Numerical properties of the new formulation
are demonstrated on some examples. References relevant to the presented material are included
at the end of Part I. The new formulation has been initiated rather recently and is still a kind of
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work in progress2; the reader is asked to withstand the presented glimmer of numerical outputs
as well as no further elaboration of the PDEs for the 2-D viscosity. Part II incorporates (in the
chronological order) four publications which apply the IV approach to a large family of viscoelastic
Earth models. We keep the text as was originally published, perhaps with some typing errors
corrected. Consequently, the notation used in Part II might be different from that used in Part I,
and may even differ between the separate chapters. In Chapters 5, 6 and 7 we focus on characteristic
features of responses of realistic models with complex viscosity profiles. In particular, the influence
of elastic compressibility, the thickness of the lithosphere, the nature of internal mantle boundaries
and the viscosity structure of the asthenosphere are studied. The comparison of results obtained by
the both approaches is conducted for simplified as well as for realistic models. Chapter 6 contains
our first formulation of the IV approach, Chapter 7 presents another one, the integro-differential
formulation. The gravitational instability of a compressible homogeneous sphere is examined in
Chapter 8. A survey of features of scalar spherical harmonics is given in Appendix A, where efficient
numerical procedures for computation of coefficients of scalar-field expansions are also described.
To make it easier for a reader to trace Chapters 2 and 3, we recall scalar representation of scalar,
vector and second-order tensor fields subjected to differential operators in Appendix B; expressions
for scalar components of strain and elastic stress tensors are also derived. Excerpts of Fortran
routines referenced in the text and perhaps of general applicability are attached in Appendix C.

At this point I want to express my gratitude to people without ceaseless encouragement of whose
this work would hardly appear at the surface of the Earth. I begin the list with my supervisor
O. Čadek for his patient treatment of myself. Without any doubt the crucial significance for
the existence of the presented results, the existence of this work as a whole and the existence
of myself in the field of geophysics have C. Matyska and D.A. Yuen. I express my thank to
Z. Martinec and J. Zahradńık, the former providing me with a living paradigm for a Researcher,
and the latter for exactly the same. Discussions and suggestions proposed by D. Wolf, P. Johnston,
M. Fang, G. Ranalli and others (see sectional acknowledgements in Part II) helped substantially.
My appreciation spreads over the people I have met at the Department of Geophysics: J. Moser who
brought initial ideas of the initial-value approach, H. Č́ıžková for a thousand of things, J. Matas
for inventing the trip to Morocco, and a dozen others. The only worth in this world is a family3.
Without my wife Lenka and my daughter Martina, everything, with the probability equal to 1,
would be else. And last, and of course not least, I affirm that the thesis has been prepared with the
financial support provided by the Grant Agency of Charles University (Nos 1/97/B-GEO-MFF and
170/98/B-GEO/MFF). The thesis has been composed with TEX, LATEX 2ε, MusiXTEX and MPP,
the incredibly powerful typesetting system.
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ANTONÍN DVOŘÁK, Slavonic Dances, Op. 46. No. 1 in C major. Presto (1878)

2The term used by director F.F. Coppola presenting his still unfinished film Apocalypse Now to the Festival
International du Film at Cannes in May, 1979.

3The paraphrase of Don Michael Corleone’s sentence in The Godfather, Part III by F.F. Coppola.


